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Feedback 

We would really like your feedback on this report. If you have any comments please 
contact us. 

Email us: 
involvement@nhhg.org.uk 

Phone us: 
020 3815 0010   

Write to us:  
Involvement Team  
Notting Hill Housing  
Bruce Kenrick House  
2 Killick Street  
London  
N1 9FL   

Service standards  

This report tells you how we are doing against the standards set by our regulator – the 
Homes and Communities Agency (HCA). The standards cover tenant involvement and 
empowerment, home, tenancy, neighbourhood and community, rent, value for money 
and governance, and financial viability. 

For more information or to get a copy of the regulatory framework and standards please 
contact the HCA using the following details: 

Website:  
www.homesandcommunities.co.uk/ourwork/regulatory-framework

Email:  
mail@homesandcommunities.co.uk

Phone:  
0300 1234 500 (option 2)  

Write: 
Homes and Communities Agency 
Fry Building  
2 Marsham Street  
London  
SW1P 4DF 
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Introduction 
Hello! My name is Annemarie Fenlon. As the new 
Group Director of Housing, I am delighted to be 
able to introduce our Annual Standards Report 
2016/17. The report covers performance across 
all key housing management services including 
permanent rented housing (PRH); Pathways 
(extra care and support) and leasehold services. 
I hope you find the information presented both 
useful and interesting.

We are still all coming to terms with the recent 
tragic and distressing events at Grenfell Tower in North 
Kensington which very sadly directly affected some of our 
residents. Our thoughts are with all those affected. Given 
our historical roots, we have a large number of residents 
and staff who live and work in the area. We are supporting 
them as much as we can. We are committed to ensuring 
that the safety of our residents is paramount in everything 
we do and we are working closely with all the authorities 
involved to take on board all recommendations that are 
being made in this regard. 

Over the last 12 months housing has moved up the 
agenda in terms of priorities, with all in power agreeing 
that the UK, and London in particular, has a housing crisis. 
With Brexit and the recent general election we are in a 
time of change and uncertainty. We continue to work 
closely with local and central government to ensure we 
have good relationships and are able to influence housing 
policy and key decision-makers where we can.

We were set up in Notting Hill more than 50 years ago 
to provide decent homes for Londoners who could not 
otherwise afford them. With all of the above mentioned, 
it seems just as important and relevant now as it did then 
to achieve this. Our values place people at the heart of 
what we do. We see all our residents, customers and 
staff as individuals and recognise that by providing safe, 
affordable homes we can change lives and communities. 

Annemarie Fenlon 
Group Director of Housing

Our vision is 
to be London’s 

leading housing 
organisation  

with residents  
who love where 

they live and 
staff who love 

where they 
work and what 

we do.
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Last year we said that the further roll-out of welfare 
reforms were likely to cause greater financial hardship 
for some of our residents. We rose to this challenge by 
increasing our in-house support services. Our already 
very successful welfare benefits team was expanded from 
three to five staff and they were able to assist even more 
residents with new benefit claims, discretionary grant 
applications and benefit appeals, securing more than  
£1.5 million in extra income, including backdated benefit. 

A new tenancy support team was also set up specifically 
with the remit of establishing partnerships to help 
residents find work, training opportunities or other forms 
of practical support such as help in moving to a smaller 
home. One of our Pathways extra care services was 
assessed by Care Quality Commission (CQC) inspectors 
as ‘outstanding’ – a first in London. All of our other extra 
care schemes received at least a ‘good’ rating.  

We are developing new ways of working through a project 
called WorkWise. We envisage that this will make it easier 
for staff to work more flexibly, which should allow them 
to spend more time out and about in your communities 
and make it easier for you to communicate with us. These 
changes should start to take effect in 2018/19.  

We continue to listen to and focus on your priorities. In 
the last year our regular panels and groups have met, 
residents have discussed how we are performing as a 
landlord, and they have challenged us to improve in the 
areas where we need to. 
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We have continued to carry out the regular customer 
satisfaction survey but have changed the way that this is 
done. Your feedback now better identifies the steps we 
can take to put things right for you if they go wrong. We 
have also encouraged you to let us know when things 
have gone well and I am pleased that more than 130 of 
you wrote in with compliments about staff members for 
good service or support that you have received. We value 
all of this feedback. Thank you to all residents who have 
taken the time to let us know how we are doing.     

While we are never complacent, we look ahead with 
confidence knowing that we are an organisation built on 
strong values and with sound finances enabling us both to 
invest in our existing stock and to build more homes for 
those who need them. 

As I write this, you will have been told about our proposal 
to merge with another large, well established housing 
association, Genesis Housing Association. For residents, 
the merger will provide opportunities to integrate our 
businesses to raise standards and improve our services to 
you. Your tenancy or lease terms will stay the same and 
your point of contact will continue to be your housing 
officer or property management officer. We want to 
involve you in helping us shape what the new organisation 
could look like and there will be lots of opportunities over 
the coming months for you to give us your views.  

I hope that you enjoy reading this report and thanks again 
to the group of dedicated residents who help us produce it. 

Annemarie Fenlon 
Group Director of Housing
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Tenancy and estate 
management 
Our permanent rented housing (PRH), Pathways and 
leasehold teams manage nearly 30,000 properties. Our 
Altogether Better one-stop model means that we get 
to know our residents as individuals and can provide a 
tailored service that best meets their needs. We are proud 
of our approach which helps us ensure that the needs 
of the most vulnerable are not overlooked, as these case 
studies show. 

In 2016/17 our welfare benefit advisers helped more 
than 350 residents get additional income of £429,000 in 
backdated housing benefit, discretionary housing payments 
and grants. They also secured future benefit awards 
totalling more than £1 million, making the total additional 
income achieved slightly more than £1.525 million. 

I love the job I do   

“One of my tenants is an ex-serviceman who suffers from post traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD). He did not wish to disclose this and was deemed fit for work at 
a work capability assessment. All of the benefits supporting him, his wife and two 
children were then cancelled.    

I encouraged him to make a new claim based on his PTSD and also helped him 
to submit a claim for personal independence payment (PIP) as he also suffered 
from severe anxiety and depression. The tribunal eventually found in his favour and 
he was awarded employment support allowance (ESA) for two years and PIP for 
three years. Both awards were backdated. In addition to being able to have a family 
holiday for the first time in years, he was also supported by his local MP to receive 
counselling and a referral to a psychiatrist to get the help he needs”.   

Welfare benefit adviser
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Our performance at the end of 2016/17

I love the job I do    

“So you remember my tenant who I told you was not receiving the ESA and she 
should have been since 2013 and was therefore broke and had not been able to 
afford to heat the house etc? 

I have just spoken to the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) and she has 
been sent £8,466.14 in backdated benefit.  

I am so happy. She is a really nice lady who for three years has not been able to buy 
her family Christmas presents or even pay for heating in the home.

Times like these are why I love my job”.

Welfare benefit adviser (sent by email on Christmas eve)

Customer satisfaction

In 2016/17 we changed the methodology for our 
customer satisfaction surveys so that scores for our 
services are now weighted against what matters most 
to you. We cannot therefore directly compare this year’s 
results with previous years’ performance. The leasehold 
service, which was behind target at the start of the year, 
has seen the score stabilise. Based on the additional 
information that you have provided, further improvements 
to the leasehold service are being implemented. 

75% 60% 84%

% of residents satisfied with our performance as a landlord

Permanent  
rented housing 

Leasehold  
services 

Pathways  
(extra care) 
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Income collection

Our income collection rate held up well across all three 
services and we collected all of the rent and charges that 
were due within the year (100%) plus a little more than this 
to reduce outstanding arrears from previous years. We 
ended the year just below our target collection rate  
of 100.8%. 

Complaints

% of rent and service charges collected 

Permanent  
rented housing 

Leasehold  
services 

Pathways  
(extra care) 

100.1% 100.6% 99.8%
Arrears as a percentage of rent due 

5.1% 2.1% 3.8%
Cash value of current arrears 

£6.73m £654k £541k

Complaints resolved at first stage

Permanent  
rented housing 

Leasehold  
services 

Pathways  
(extra care) 

Complaints per 1,000 properties 

55 25 9

93% 78% 95%
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We achieved our target for resolving complaints so 
that fewer than 10% are escalated. However, we did not 
achieve our target for responding to 85% of all initial 
complaints within 10 working days. This was partly due 
to the fact that we tried to ensure that our responses 
addressed all of the issues raised within the complaint, 
which sometimes meant that the responses were delayed. 
Where this happens, complainants should be informed.

Voids

Our performance on turning around empty property 
(voids) did not achieve target (21 days) and we will be 
focusing on this in 2017/18.

Turnaround time for re-let voids

Permanent  
rented housing 

Pathways  
(extra care) 

26 days 48 days 

76% 84% 64%

Complaints resolved within 10 days

Permanent  
rented housing 

Leasehold  
services 

Pathways  
(extra care) 
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Repairs 
We want all of our residents to love where they live. To 
achieve this, we recognise that for most people, that 
means getting our repairs service right. At the end of 
2015/16 we terminated the contracts which covered 
south London and Hammersmith and Fulham, as the 
performance of the contractor who worked in these 
areas was unsatisfactory. We have continued to closely 
monitor repairs performance during 2016/17 and will 
make further improvements. From August 2017, Wates 
will be responsible for all day to day repairs across all 
Pathways (extra care) and permanent rented housing 
(PRH) property.  

In 2016/17 we increased resident involvement in the 
monitoring of repairs performance. Each local scrutiny 
panel (LSP) was invited to send representatives to join the 
quarterly contract monitoring meetings. This has proved 
very successful and in 2017/18 the remit of the resident 
repair representatives is being extended to include 
scrutiny of the cyclical (planned) works programme. 
Representatives are able to put questions directly to staff 
and the contractors about the performance information 
presented and give feedback to their LSP. 

Fire-risk assessments (FRAs) are carried out annually on 
some buildings such as sheltered housing, extra care 
schemes and high rise properties and every two years 
for all other buildings. We track progress of both the 
programme of assessments and the remedial actions 
that are identified by the assessments. In 2016/17 we 
completed all of the FRAs that were due and 77% of the 
actions arising from the assessments have also been 
completed. 

We also work to ensure that every home receives an 
annual gas safety inspection. In 2016/17, 99.98% of 
properties with a gas supply had a valid safety certificate. 
Where access to carry out inspections is not given we will 
work with the tenant to try to achieve this, but legal action 
to force entry will be taken as a last resort. 
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Our performance at the end of 2016/17 

Customer satisfaction is one of the key performance 
areas that we monitor and this is still not where we would 
like it to be. As indicated above we are making further 
changes to the arrangements for day-to-day repairs and 
will continue to listen to resident feedback to identify any 
areas for further improvement. 

Customer satisfaction rating for the way that we deal with repairs  
(weighted score out of 10)  

Permanent  
rented housing 

Leasehold  
services 

Pathways  
(extra care) 

6.7 5.9 8.3

In 2016/17 we carried 
out a total of 55,997 
repairs which equates 
to 215 repairs on 
every working day of 
the year.

Average working days 
 to complete a  

non-emergency repair
Appointments kept Number 

of repairs 
completed 

Target 2016/17  
Performance Target 2016/17  

Performance

Inner West 1 
Kensington & 
Chelsea and 
Westminster
(Mears)

8 days 14 days 95% 92% 10,482

Inner West 2 
Hammersmith and 
Fulham
(Mears) 

8 days 16 days 95% 90% 12,735

Outer West 
boroughs
(Wates)

8 days 7 days 95% 98% 9,785

North / East 
boroughs
(Wates)

8 days 7 days 95% 99.96% 9,432

South London 
boroughs
(Wates)

8 days 10 days 95% 99% 13,203

Repairs performance by contract area – PRH and Pathways
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Anti-social behaviour
The term anti-social behaviour (ASB) covers a wide range 
of actions and behaviours. We know that in many cases it 
can have a significant impact on the lives of our residents, 
and where this is the case, we need to intervene as quickly 
as possible. Staff have a toolkit of measures that they can 
refer to, depending on what the situation is, as the action 
that we are able to take will differ from case to case. Legal 
caseworkers assigned to each team will assist, particularly 
in serious cases where early legal action to stop an anti-
social act or to control behaviour may be warranted.  

Recording and monitoring incidents of ASB is an area we 
are working to improve. In 2016/17, we introduced a new 
casework management system to help housing officers 
keep better track of ASB reports received. While the new 
system is still being embedded, it is notable that the 
number of complaints about our handling of anti-social 
behaviour reduced last year compared to the previous 
year. 

Overwhelmingly, most complaints of ASB are about 
noise. The action we can take will depend on how severe 
the problem is. Normal everyday noise such as walking 
around and talking at a normal volume is not something 
that breaches the tenancy and we cannot take legal 
action in these cases. There are some tenancy and lease 
agreements that require carpets to be fitted in order to 
reduce the transmission of noise and where this is the 
case we will work with those residents to ensure that they 
comply. 

However, in the majority of cases a gentle reminder asking 
residents to be considerate of each other is enough to 
resolve the issue. When this does not work, and if the 
anti-social behaviour is serious and persistent, then we 
will work with other agencies such as the police, social 
services, environmental health and safer neighbourhood 
teams to carry out a thorough investigation and pursue 
legal action if warranted. 

In 2016/17 there 
were six evictions 
due to anti-social 
behaviour, all in 
permanent rented 
housing

Case study 

“I recently had to 
pursue legal action 
against one of my 
tenants. We had 
received several 
complaints about late 
night parties, drug 
use and noise. We 
tried to work with the 
tenant and, as she 
had children, referrals 
were made to several 
agencies who would 
try to intervene but 
she would not engage 
with them.

As a last resort, we 
had no option but to 
evict her and social 
services took over 
responsibility for 
the welfare of the 
children.”

Housing officer  
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Complaints 
Any resident who wishes to make a complaint (or pass 
on a compliment) should be able to do so quickly and 
easily, in a number of ways. The first is by talking to 
your housing or property management officer who is 
best placed to find a resolution to any issues you have. 
If you feel the issue has not been resolved you can 
raise a formal complaint. Our aim is to resolve all of our 
complaints as soon as possible and in full. If a resident 
remains dissatisfied after receiving our initial response 
they can ask for their complaint to be reviewed.

Reviews are considered by managers and by our 
independent reviewers, who are all committee, panel 
and Board members and not employees of Notting Hill 
Housing.

Ways to make a complaint

Call us on 020 3815 0000

Email complaints@nhhg.org.uk

Download and submit a complaints form from our 
website: www.nhhg.org.uk/about-us/contact-us/make-
a-complaint

Write to us at: 

Complaints 
Notting Hill Housing 
1 Sussex Place 
Hammersmith 
W6 9EA

Please make your complaint as specific and detailed as 
possible. The more information you can provide about 
what you are unhappy with, the easier and quicker it may 
be to solve the problem. We aim to work with you to 
resolve your issue within 10 working days.
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57% Repairs

11% Housing management

7% Communication

5% ASB

4% Financial matter

5% Sta� issue

3% Defects

3% Compensation

2% Estate services

2% Lettings

1% Sales

Notting Hill Housing

When we receive a complaint through any of our 
channels we allocate it a key theme. Doing this helps us 
map key trends in complaints and assists us in trying to 
resolve issues before they occur. 

Across the Group, 92% of complaints were resolved 
satisfactorily, with only 8% of those who complained 
asking for their complaint outcome to be escalated to 
review. 

In 2016/17 most complaints made by PRH tenants and by 
leaseholders were about repairs. In most cases this was 
due to repair work not having started. Complaints made 
by residents in our Pathways service were more likely 
to be about staff. This is to be expected when providing 
a care service and any complaints of this nature are 
thoroughly investigated and reviewed at senior level. 
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In 2016/17 we were below our target for responding to 
complaints. We have stressed to staff the importance 
of the quality and thoroughness of each response to 
ensure that issues are addressed as fully as possible. This 
has meant that in some cases, we have taken longer to 
close the complaint. We have also recently expanded the 
number of reviewers so that complaint reviews can be 
undertaken more quickly.

Housing Ombudsman Service

During 2016/17 we received 21 decisions for cases that 
had been referred to the Housing Ombudsman Service. 
There were no findings either of maladministration or 
partial maladministration during the year. In 15 cases 
the Housing Ombudsman found that we had acted 
appropriately. However, the Housing Ombudsman 
identified three cases of service failure. In these three 
cases the Housing Ombudsman felt that we could have 
done more to resolve the issue. 

The key themes arising from the Housing Ombudsman 
decisions are that there is a need for us to better co-
ordinate complex or multiple repairs. In particular we 
need to better recognise the stress and inconvenience 
that delays in carrying out follow-up work can cause. 
Failure to keep residents updated about progress is often 
the reason that the complaint arises in the first place. 
Managers consider all feedback given by reviewers and 
we look closely at all Housing Ombudsman decisions to 
see what we can do differently to improve our service and 
complaints handling. 

Housing Ombudsman decisions 2016/17 

Maladministration 0

Partial maladministration 0

Service failure    3

Partial service failure    0

Reasonable redress 3

No maladministration 15

Local resolution 0

57% Repairs

11% Housing management

7% Communication

5% ASB

4% Financial matter

5% Sta� issue

3% Defects

3% Compensation

2% Estate services

2% Lettings

1% Sales
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Complaints resolved 
within 10 days 2016/17 total 2015/16 Target

Permanent  
rented housing 76% 85% 85%

Leasehold 84% 85% 85%
Pathways  
(extra care) 64% 71% 85%
Total across  
NHH 73% 73% 85%

Complaints 
received 2016/17 total

2016/17 
complaints 
per 1,000 
properties

2015/16 
complaints 
per 1,000 
properties

Number of 
properties

Permanent  
rented housing 1,026 55 45 17,990

Leasehold 214 25 23 8,779
Pathways  
(extra care) 55 9 30 2,253
Total across  
NHH 1,653 51 41 32,873
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Resident involvement  
Resident involvement is really about getting things right 
by listening to our residents and customers. As a landlord 
we have much to learn from residents and recognise the 
importance of involving those who are willing in raising 
standards for all. We offer a variety of ways for residents to 
regularly give feedback as we seek to improve customer 
satisfaction and performance. 

We run traditional forms of involvement such as resident 
associations, committees and panels but we also use 
online surveys, conference calling and our customer app 
as other ways of seeking feedback. These are all designed 
to ensure residents’ views are at the heart of what we do. 

Involvement at NHH

Our local scrutiny panels (LSPs) are area-based and keep 
us accountable through scrutiny and challenge. We also 
run a number of service-specific groups that give us vital 
resident insight in our efforts to improve service delivery. 
What’s more, if we have a specific issue where customer 
feedback is essential, we set up ad-hoc exercises such as 
asking residents to review changes to our website. This 
feedback is shared with operational managers, executives 
and Group Board members so that the residents’ voice is 
at the heart of decision making.

Expanding the reach

Resident involvement at NHH continues to grow and evolve. 
We continue to involve residents in the work of our extra 
care services and we are exploring new ways of increasing 
involvement across this service area. This year we have also 
sought to engage ‘harder to reach’ groups by travelling to 
our estates to run drop-in advice surgeries alongside other 
housing staff and external agencies. Furthermore, we are 
now expanding our pool of resident repair representatives 
who meet regularly with repairs management staff and 
contractors to help us improve customer satisfaction in this 
vital service area. 
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In the next year we will be looking again at how we can 
do things better. We know that the vast majority of people 
do not wish to commit to regular meeting attendance. We 
want to make sure we are listening to them too.  

Involvement in numbers

In 2016/17, our various committees and forums spanned 
a membership of 387 with 446 meeting attendances over 
the year. We now have 20 active resident associations 
and we are close to recognising several more. We are 
pleased to see that these figures have increased from the 
previous year. Below is a table that details the network of 
involvement groups we currently run. 

Regular groups Purpose
Regular 

membership

Local scrutiny panels
To give residents an opportunity to hold 
us to account against performance 
standards and problem-solve local issues.

58

Extra care scrutiny panels
Regular meetings for stakeholders of extra 
care services to discuss ways of improving 
standards for customers.

15

Resident monitors
Check and provide feedback about the 
quality of cleaning and gardening on their 
estate.

278

Communications panel 
(virtual)

Residents who contribute to our 
communications material such as the 
customer newspaper.

5
Equalities, diversity and 

inclusion forum
Using resident experience in improving 
access to services for all residents. 16

Resident repair 
representatives

For residents to monitor and recommend 
improvements to the repairs service. 5

Value for money panel
For residents to monitor and scrutinise 
whether we are using resources 
effectively.

10
Total 387
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Continuous improvement

The main purpose of this activity is to help us review and 
improve our services. Our LSPs have made contributions 
on a range of topics, making sure we are keeping on top 
of performance, responding to complaints appropriately 
and reviewing our strategies for managing rent arrears. Our 
newest LSP in the north region is working on developing 
a ‘community offer’ as we seek to build the mixed-tenure 
developments of the future. Our extra care scrutiny 
panels have helped NHH make improvements to catering 
arrangements, physical access to schemes and staff 
recruitment. Resident monitors have been instrumental in 
helping us manage our estate maintenance contracts by 
carrying out regular inspections.

The equalities, diversity and inclusion forum has initiated 
many improvements to the design of the reception area 
at our west London office. The forum has also provided 
material for a staff disability awareness campaign which 
will be rolled out shortly. 

Aylesbury estate, London Borough of 
Southwark 

“During the past year the Aylesbury Regeneration 
team has been working hard to progress work on 
site. Our extensive consultation programme has seen 
us successfully take the detailed design proposals for 
our next phase through to planning committee. This 
was a significant milestone.  

However, our work is not just about the physical design 
and build. The Resident Involvement team (working 
closely with community investment staff), has focused 
on a number of priorities ensuring that residents and 
stakeholders are kept up-to-date with the development 
progress and are on hand to listen and address any 
queries. To make this happen, the team has put on 
consultation sessions, resident training workshops and 
community events. These interventions have resulted 
in more than 2,700 attendances at our activities, events 
and one-to-one sessions. We are now in regular 
contact with nearly 400 local residents and are very 
excited about the year ahead”. 

Lorraine Gilbert, Resident Involvement Manager, 
Aylesbury team
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Residents on our value for money panel successfully 
lobbied us to adopt a framework of pest control 
contractors, having identified the previous model was not 
fit for purpose. 

We also had resident associations, LSP members 
and resident monitors help us design the new estate 
maintenance contracts. This is just a snapshot of the ways 
that involvement helps us provide excellent services to all 
our residents.

If you are interested in finding out about any of these 
activities, please contact: 

Phone 020 3815 0010 Email: involvement@nhhg.org.uk 

Please also email the team if you would like to be added 
to our quarterly involvement bulletin mailing list when 
we’ll send you a regular update on up-coming meetings 
and events.

I love where I live  

“It was while living at Oak Square that I realised despite living in London, young 
people in the area rarely ventured beyond their neighbourhoods. I set about trying 
to show children a different cultural perspective and organised for young people 
and their parents to attend a ballet at the Royal Opera House.

The first visit was such a success that I was able to secure funding working with 
the Notting Hill Housing fundraising team for a full programme of visits in 2017, 
including Kew Gardens, the Tate Modern and London Zoo.

I wanted to see what I could do to engage people on a cultural level and see 
whether it would give people more pride in where they live.

My favourite trip was Kew Gardens. I was worried our group would all clump 
together all day but they didn’t and as the day went on I was so delighted to see 
everyone smiling because they’d all discovered things that they’d never seen 
before”.

Anthony Garner, LSP member and resident of London Borough of Lambeth 

Anthony was nominated and shortlisted for a Housing Heroes award which is 
sponsored by the Chartered Institute of Housing. 

mailto:involvement@nhhg.org.uk
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Value for money 
For us, value for money (VFM) is about being effective in how we 
plan, manage and operate our organisation, so that we can re-invest 
in new homes. 

Our approach to VFM is based on ensuring that we balance the 
resources we use to build homes, to maintain them, and to provide 
a good quality landlord service. 

Each year, we set out our VFM strategy and publish our VFM self- 
assessment alongside our financial statements: www.nhhg.org.uk/
publications/financial-statements. 

We regularly review our performance against other landlords and 
report on our performance to our local scrutiny panels and Board. 
We seek feedback from our staff about how we can cut waste and 
save costs and residents advise us on what their VFM priorities are 
through the residents’ value for money group.

Our regulator, the Homes and Communities Agency, recently 
announced that management costs per unit and how this compares 
with similar providers will be a key requirement of the new value for 
money standard which we expect to be issued during 2017/18. 

Our current costs per unit are as follows: 

We will compare our unit costs against other housing providers of 
similar scale and type to identify any significant differences, explore 
reasons for this and reduce costs further where we need to. We 
have already set a target to achieve a reduction in costs of 16% 
across the Group, over four years.  

Unit costs including overheads and 
capital expenditure 2016/17 Target

Permanent rented housing £4,970 £5,209

Leasehold £2,505 £2,335

Pathways (extra care) £14,164 £15,426
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Our repairs and maintenance costs have reduced by 
11% from £2,002 in 2014/15 to £1,781 in 2016/17, mainly 
achieved by savings from the new contracts that were set 
up in 2015. 

Housing management costs have also reduced from 
£1,069 in 2014/15 to £930 in 2016/17. 

Where every £1 of 
our income comes from
 
6p Other
 3p Revenue grants
  1p Supported people income

How £1 of your rent is spent 

80p 
Rent

11p 
Service 
charges

27p 
Reserves to 

fund 
development

19p 
Housing 

management
18p 

Interest 
payable and 

Gift Aid

20p 
Maintenance 

and 
reinvestment

16p 
Depreciation
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Bolney Meadow LSP
Bolney Meadow estate in Lambeth

Hammersmith & Fulham LSP
Hammersmith and Fulham

Kensington & Chelsea and 
Westminster LSP
Kensington & Chelsea and 
Westminster

Ealing

Barnet

Enfield

Haringey

Hounslow

Croydon

Lam
b

eth

Kensington 

& C
helsea

H
am

m
ersm

ith

& Fulham

Southw
ark

W
estm

inster

Islington
Camden

South London LSP
Lambeth, Southwark  and Croydon

West London LSP
Ealing & Hounslow

North London LSP
Camden, Islington, Haringey, Barnet 
and Enfield

Our local scrutiny panels
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Our thanks and gratitude to the  
annual standards report working group  
who helped us produce this report. 

Elaine Arkell 

Mary Burke 

Faika Hassan-Ali 

Stephen Johnson 

Gareth Jones 

Donna Lawson 

Michael O’Connell 

Madhi Pour Nezami

Julie Quinn 



If you need any of this information in large print, Braille, an 
audio format or in your own language, please contact your 
housing officer.
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